
Tap / Child Lock repair

Causes : 
1. constant flicking back of taps when releasing.   

2. on new models, not pushing in blue / red safety button to 
release tap, forcing it down.

3. wear & tear
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TURN POWER OFF & 
UNPLUG BEFORE 

STARTING !
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Lift bowl from base, have a bucket ready to put it into.
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Drain as much water as you can by running both taps.
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Unscrew 2 x top screws at back – loosening the lid
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Gently wiggle the lid loose 
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Remove lid ensuring that wires stay in tact
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When top opened, push back the tap on the side that 
is broken, have a bucket under the tap and drain out 

the rest of the water left in the tank.
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Remove 2 x screws at the front once lid has been removed.
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Remove drip tray & unscrew 2 x screws behind.
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Cut tie backs off silicone pipes
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Push / pull silicone pipes off the steel pipe
This could be hard to remove and might need to use fingers to force off pipe from the 

pipe section.
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Unclip both hooks on the sides.
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Front face can now be removed.
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15

Remove front Face 



The tap lever is brokenChild lock Hook is broken
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Item 1 Item 2

Determine which part needs to be replaced



Un hook tap levers from 
child lock hook on both 

sides
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Unscrew 3 x screws 
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1. Child lock hook broken



Place new child lock in position and screw back 3 x screws
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Placed tap levers back onto child lock hook.
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Unscrew 4 x screws securing the tap that is broken
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2. Tap Lever Broken



Put new tap in place and tighten screws again.
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Placed tap lever back onto child lock hook.
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Replace front facing of machine, clip in hooks on each side.
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Close up machine again. 



Place a tie-back on the metal pipe section
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Replace silicone pipe onto metal pipe (this can be tricky, 
need to twist and turn the pipe the get it on far enough.  

Secure with tie-back once in place
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Close up

Close up in reverse order :

-1st screws behind  drip tray

-2nd screws at front top 

-3rd screws at back top 
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Fill up with water again. 
Make sure you have a 
steady flow of water 

from the hot side before 
turning on.
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